
At The UN They All Talk +2 While Back Home
They All Indulge In -2 Behavior.

Emotional intelligence comes from emotional health.

If I show the path to a +2 World Order
will our world leaders review my
proposal? At individual and country levels
Sweden is already +2 and so can all
countries

NEW YORK CITY, NY, USA, September
20, 2018 /EINPresswire.com/ -- The
laws for wise behavior are the same for
groups and countries as they are for
individuals. Human nature for groups
and countries depends on the same fundamental factor of self-identity. The basic reason why we
have so many wars, bloated defense budgets, and rivalry amongst nations instead of
cooperation and peace is that the group image of every nation is macho (-2). As machoness is

Country after country keeps
creating a -2 group-country
self-image and wonders why
it is not producing + 2
results. Can -2 ever equal
+2?”

Sajid Khan

ignorance almost all nations install an ignorant country
self-image in their citizens. 

The most important question that every individual, group,
tribe, and country needs to answer wisely is, 'Who am I?'

There are approximately four levels of the self-image as
follows:

1) I am all important, the only one above the law while
everyone else is below the law. I am all that counts. An

insanely self-centered self-image. (-2)

2) I am not as important as I deserve to be yet but I will be by hook or by crook. A corrupt self-
image. (-1)

3) We are all equal but I am the best. An egoistic self-image. (+1)

4) We are all one family. Everyone deserves the best. A humble and selfless self-image. (+2)

While individuals continue to be raised variously at one of the above four levels when it comes to
groups and countries every one of them is nurtured into an insanely self-centered group-image!
It boils down to cultivating a -2 group-country image. So with this -2 group image wired into their
brains, national leaders come to meet at the UN and they all pretend to be +2 and show how
they are all behaving +2 while their rivals are the ones behaving -2. 

Cultivating a -2 group image has a negative effect on all life. As a consequence defense budgets
are bursting at the seams taking away scarce resources from health, education, infrastructure
etc. 

Not only is there a chance for a Wise World Order there is a chance to create immense wealth,
happiness, prosperity and peace through a new Wisdom Industry.

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://www.einpresswire.com/shareable-preview/PBnDz1lgef3xHeslePo49g


Stop letting your emotional baggage rule
your life.

Wisdom education is brain cleaning
education.

Wisdom 3.0

A very simple paradigm shift is all that is
required to change the current chaotic world
mess into an authentic wisdom powered world
of harmonious order. The current world mess
clearly stems from a nonlinear definition of
wisdom. All that is required is to change the
current fuzzy definition of wisdom to a
predictable phenomenon. Let’s just change the
definition of wisdom from being a philosophy
to being a science. Wisdom and emotional
intelligence are one and the same. They both
stem from emotional health. The simple trick is
to define wisdom as emotional health.
Emotional health is as scientific a phenomena
as they come. Focusing on emotional health will
generate wisdom effortlessly.

A plan to create emotional health will replace
the ills of society with a massive positive change
that will mean not just successful sustainability
but a super #full-means-ability. Combined with
the effects of a wise society the creation of a
Wisdom Industry will create massive jobs in all
corners of the world which will result in huge
economic gains. Just imagine a free Wisdom
Land franchise with branches all over the world.
Just imagine a whole new profession of Brain
Healers, WisdomSeminar Leaders, Wise
Parenting Coaches, Jail Instructors, Leadership
Coaches, Happiness Coaches etc.

Every country, region, corner of the world can
all be equal partners in such entities as Wisdom
Day, Wisdom Land, Wisdom Hall of Fame,
Brainpower Club, Shypower Club, Happiness
Clinics, Divorce Clinics etc. I also have a ‘green
flours’ idea (expired patent). Vacuum Power
Generators. (Vacuum power is the fulcrum of
wind power).

Some of my projects include toys that teach
wisdom, a script for a movie,’The Story of
Wisdom’, a sitcom on wisdom, a talk show on
wisdom, The Wisdom Express, The Star of
Wisdom Award, seminars on wisdom,
happiness, love, deep brain relaxation etc.

Imagine what emotionally healthy brains on a
massive scale will do to the world.

We Must Find the Path to a Wise Society by Any and Every Means Possible. The world is in chaos
because we continue to produce emotionally challenged brains in the majority of mankind, not



just at the individual level and even at the group and country levels.

There are extremely simple, crystal clear and effective tricks to creating a wise society.

Define wisdom not by its qualities and attributes but by whatever generates wisdom. Thus
define wisdom as emotional health.

Identify emotional health as humility because it is humility that transforms every attribute of
wisdom into wisdom!

As wisdom is the smoke where emotional health is the fire focus on lighting the fire instead of
trying to create smoke on its own. To create emotional health create emotionally healthy brains
by ensuring emotional baggage free brains. Thus define wisdom education as wise-parenting for
the young and brain-therapy for all others.

'Wisdom education is not about teaching the attributes of wisdom to the mind. Wisdom
education is about healing the egoist self-image into a selfless self-image. It is about replacing
selfishness with selflessness/humility.' We create an insanely egoistic country image instead.

Please google, ‘sajid wisdom’ to get a further idea of my work.
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